Process
Manager
Define, measure and
monitor process
metrics real time

Wipro’s Process Manager is a completely
configurable process management tool that
helps manage operations through a
role-based delegation and substitution
mechanism. It helps businesses define,
measure and monitor process metrics in real
time while supporting customization based
on process complexity, providing transparency
to internal stakeholders and clients.

Intelligence Routing & Monitoring

Quality Assurance

Process Governance

SLA Management

Increases productivity and provide
accurate, transparent controls for
precise reporting and monitoring

Features
Intelligent Workflow Engine

Knowledge Management
 Repository of process related documents

and share process updates
 Decision trees facilitate quick decisions
and reduce rework

SLA Management

 Automated work allocation capability,

work queue management, notification
triggers and alerts
 Customized and quick end-to-end
workflow tool for identifying,
allocating and tracking work

Reporting & Analytics

 Helps set SLA targets at process

 Data reports and workflow

queue level
 Alerts and notifications to ensure
SLA breaches are minimized

assumptions
 Customizable dashboards

Benefits
Increase in agent productivity through end-to-end reporting on the agent productivity and
transaction status
Ease of use and access through quick configuration and customizable workflow

Efficient governance and SLA management through notification triggers and alerts
Facilitates quicker business decision making through knowledge repository and visual
representation of processes
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company.
We harness the power of cognitive
computing, hyper-automation,
robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them
successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio

of services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have over 175,000
dedicated employees serving clients
across six continents. Together we
discover ideas and connect the dots to
build a better and a bold new future.

For more information, please write to us
at info@wipro.com
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